
1. Introduction
The concept of weather regimes, namely recurrent and quasi-stationary large-scale atmospheric circulation 
patterns, has a long history in climate science. Early approaches included Grosswetterlagen (Baur et al., 1944) 
and Lamb weather types (Lamb, 1950), and were chiefly motivated by the observed link between the regimes 
and surface weather. Weather regimes were then formalized by Charney and DeVore (1979) as corresponding 
to multiple equilibrium states of the large-scale atmospheric circulation. Since then, the extent to which this 
view applies to the real atmosphere, and the overall physical grounding of weather regimes, have been debated 
(cf. Cehelsky & Tung, 1987; Faranda et al., 2016; Fereday, 2017; Hochman et al., 2021). Regardless of their 
exact physical–mathematical interpretation, a pragmatic application of the regime paradigm has proved a helpful 
dimensionality reduction tool (Hannachi et al., 2017).

The Euro-Atlantic sector is probably the region that has seen the most extensive application of weather regimes 
in the climate science literature. A frequent choice is to partition the region's large-scale atmospheric varia-
bility into four regimes (Michelangeli et al., 1995; Vautard, 1990), although fewer (Dorrington, Strommen, & 
Fabiano, 2022) or more (Grams et al., 2017) have been proposed. Moreover, Dorrington and Strommen (2020) 
argued that the Euro-Atlantic regimes should be considered in conjunction with regimes in the meridional loca-
tion of the North Atlantic eddy-driven jet (see Woollings et al. (2010)). The four canonical Euro-Atlantic regimes 
are typically termed Atlantic Ridge (AR), Blocking (Blk), positive North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and nega-
tive NAO, although there is some variability in this terminology. These regimes have been leveraged for the study 
of, amongst others, climate dynamics and variability (e.g., Barrier et al., 2013; Madonna et al., 2017), surface 
weather and extremes (e.g., Domeisen et  al.,  2020; Yiou & Nogaj,  2004), energy meteorology (e.g., Grams 
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et al., 2017; van der Wiel et al., 2019), climate model evaluation (e.g., Dorrington, Strommen, & Fabiano, 2022; 
Dorrington, Strommen, Fabiano, & Molteni, 2022; Fabiano et al., 2020), subseasonal to seasonal predictability 
(e.g., Büeler et al., 2021; Cortesi et al., 2021) and changes in atmospheric dynamics under climate change (e.g., 
Fabiano et al., 2021; Mallet et al., 2017).

Weather regimes or related circulation regimes have also been defined in other regions of the globe, for example, 
the Eastern Mediterranean (Alpert et al., 2004; Hochman et al., 2019), East Asia (Yang et al., 2022), Oceania 
(Kidson, 2000), the Pacific, the full Northern Hemisphere (Lembo et al., 2022), sectors of the Southern Ocean 
(Messori et al., 2021) and North America. Although the concept of weather regimes was applied to North Amer-
ica at a relatively early stage (Robertson & Ghil, 1999), and North American regimes have regularly appeared in 
the literature (e.g., Riddle et al., 2013; Vigaud et al., 2018), they have not enjoyed the same widespread applica-
tion as their Euro-Atlantic counterparts. Nonetheless, North American weather regimes have gained in popularity 
in recent years (Lee et al., 2019; Messori et al., 2022; Molina et al., 2023; Robertson et al., 2020). Crucially, 
notwithstanding recent work highlighting the importance of circumhemispheric extratropical teleconnections 
(e.g., Ali et al., 2021; Davies, 2015), and studies specifically linking concurrent surface weather anomalies in 
North America and Europe to wintertime large-scale circulation features (Kornhuber & Messori, 2023; Leeding 
et al., 2023; Messori & Faranda, 2023; Messori et al., 2016; Riboldi et al., 2023), no connection has been made 
between the North American and Euro-Atlantic regimes. Making such a link presents multiple points of interest, 
from delineating a simple, categorical picture of teleconnections in a region spanning from the Pacific to East-
ern Europe to providing potential statistical predictability pathways for anomalies in the regimes' occurrence 
frequencies.

Here, we adopt the widely used four-regime classification for both North American and Euro-Atlantic weather 
regimes, and investigate their relationship. We focus on the boreal winter season, when the weather regimes have 
seen their widest application. We also link the North American weather regimes to the meridional location of the 
North Atlantic jet. Finally, we investigate whether conditioning on the North American regimes results in system-
atic anomalies in the Euro-Atlantic regimes and the associated surface weather in Europe.

2. Data and Methods
The analysis is based on daily ERA5 Reanalysis data from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (Hersbach et al., 2020), with a horizontal spatial resolution of 1° between January 1979 and December 
2021. We focus our analysis on boreal winter (December, January and February). Anomalies of 2-m temperature 
(T2m) are computed with respect to a daily climatology, which is smoothed with a 15-days running mean. For 
daily precipitation we follow the same procedure, but select a longer 90-days running mean to ensure a smooth 
seasonal cycle.

We define North American weather regimes over 180°–30°W, 20°–80°N and Euro-Atlantic regimes over 
80°W–40°E, 30°–90°N. The choice of these regions follows Lee et al. (2019) and Dorrington, Strommen, and 
Fabiano (2022), respectively. The regimes are computed by performing an empirical orthogonal function decom-
position of linearly detrended 500-hPa geopotential height (Z500) anomalies. The Z500 anomalies are computed 
relative to a daily climatology with a 90-days running mean smoothing. The leading 10 EOFs are retained and a 
k-means clustering algorithm with k = 4 is then applied. We finally assign all days to one of the four regimes based 
on their minimum Euclidean distance to the cluster centroids. For both the North American and Euro-Atlantic 
regimes, we additionally define a continuous weather regime index (WRI, Michel & Rivière, 2011). This is a 
normalized projection of the daily Z500 maps onto the cluster means, thus providing a continuous range of values 
for each of the 8 weather regimes at all timesteps in our data. The regimes we obtain match closely the previously 
reported patterns (cf. Figure 1a here with Figure 2 in Vigaud et al. (2018) or Figure 1 in Lee et al. (2019) and 
Figure 1b here with Figure 1 in van der Wiel et al. (2019) or Figure 1 in Fabiano et al. (2020)). We term, the 
four North American regimes Arctic High (ArH), Arctic Low (ArL), Alaskan Ridge (AkR) and Pacific Trough 
(PT), and the four Euro-Atlantic regimes AR, Blk, NAO+ and NAO−. We note that unlike other definitions of 
the NAO, here the NAO+ and NAO− are not symmetric, and indeed in a weather regime context the NAO− is 
sometimes also referred to as Greenland Blocking. We do not conduct extensive sensitivity studies on the choice 
of geographical domains nor on the number of clusters, as we seek to obtain for both domains the canonical 
weather regimes as used in the previous literature. We nonetheless verify that the qualitative WRI correlations we 
identify also hold when computing the WRI on non-overlapping domains. We further define three regimes for the 
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meridional location of the North Atlantic eddy-driven jet stream: a northern, a central and a southern location. We 
use 850 hPa zonal mean zonal wind (u850) over 60°–0°W, 15°–75°N to define a jet latitude at each timestep, and 
then follow Parker et al. (2019) in using 39°N and 51°N as cutoff latitudes to separate the three regimes. These 
locations correspond to local minima in the latitudinal distribution of jet locations.

We determine the Pearson correlations between WRIs for the different regimes and their statistical significance 
using the scipy.stats.pearsonr function (Virtanen et al., 2020). The statistical significance of occurrence frequency 
anomalies (Section 3.1) and composite anomalies (Section 3.2) is determined using a bootstrapping procedure 
with 1,000 samples and applying a false discovery rate correction following Wilks (2016), using the algorithm 
from Seabold and Perktold (2010).

3. Results
3.1. Relating North American and Euro-Atlantic Weather Regimes

Visually, there is a close correspondence between the ArH and the NAO− (Figures 1a and 1b), which both feature 
a high-latitude band of positive Z500 anomalies and a band of negative anomalies to the south, with an associated 
southerly deflection of the jet. ArL and NAO+ share a common dipole anomaly over the North Atlantic with 
negative values to the North and positive values to the South, but the trough of ArL is shifted toward Greenland 
and its influence on the Atlantic jet is confined there. The PT and AR regimes both display an anticyclonic feature 

Figure 1. Composite 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies (Z500, m) for: (a) the four North American weather regimes, (b) the four Euro-Atlantic weather regimes 
and (c) the three jet latitude regimes. Yellow contours show 850 hPa zonal wind (u850) anomalies of ±3, ±6, and ±9 m s −1 (negative values dashed). The gray boxes 
in each plot show the geographical regions over which the regimes are defined. The regime abbreviations are as follows: ArH: Arctic High, ArL: Arctic Low, AkR: 
Alaskan Ridge, PT: Pacific Trough, AR: Atlantic Ridge, Blk: Blocking, NAO+: positive North Atlantic Oscillation, NAO−: negative North Atlantic Oscillation.
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in the central North Atlantic. These three pairs of regimes are indeed those 
that display the strongest positive pattern correlations (Table S1 in Supporting 
Information S1). To investigate systematically the correspondence between 
the different regimes, we compute a linear correlation between the North 
American and Euro-Atlantic WRIs (Table 1). The three above-highlighted 
pairs of regimes all show very high and significant positive correlations, 
with the ArH–NAO− being the most highly correlated pair. Correspondingly 
strong negative correlations are seen when the ArH and ArL or NAO+ and 
NAO− are swapped for each other. Other regime pairs, such as AkR and 
NAO− or ArL and AR, also display high absolute correlation values. Nota-
bly, all correlations in Table 1, with the exception of AkR with AR and PT 
with NAO+, are significant. This indicates a strong coupling of the North 
American and North Atlantic flows. For the two regime pairs that are not 
significantly correlated, a visual inspection suggests that the Z500 anomalies 

over the Euro-Atlantic sector are broadly out of phase (Figures 1a and 1b). We repeated the correlation analysis by 
computing the WRIs on non-overlapping regions, truncating the regime patterns at 45°W (Table S2 in Supporting 
Information S1). While the magnitude of the correlations decreases, six of the seven regime pairs discussed above 
remain those displaying the largest absolute correlations. The PT–AR pair is the only one to display a relatively 
weaker link. Returning to the WRIs computed on the full domains, these same seven pairs of weather regimes 
display the largest correlations at lag 0, while the correlations between other WRI pairs displaying lower absolute 
values mostly peak at lags of a few days (Table S3 in Supporting Information S1).

The high WRI correlations point to a possible statistical connection of the weather regimes in the two regions. To 
complement the correlation analysis, we next calculate anomalies in the frequency of occurrence of Euro-Atlantic 
regimes conditional on North American regimes (Figure 2a). These largely confirm the picture provided by the 
correlation values, with for example, ArH events overwhelmingly accompanied by NAO− occurrence, and simi-
larly the ArL and PT being associated with more frequent than usual NAO+ and AR occurrences, respectively. 
An occurrence anomaly feature that is instead not reflected in the WRI correlations, is the more frequent AR 

ArH ArL AkR PT

AR 0.18* −0.49* 0.00 0.49*

Blk −0.26* 0.33* 0.14* −0.11*

NAO+ −0.70* 0.78* 0.32* −0.04

NAO− 0.94* −0.86* −0.51* −0.22*

Note. The regime abbreviations are as in Figure  1. Asterisks indicate 
significant correlations at the 1% level.

Table 1 
Linear Pearson Correlation Coefficients for the Weather Regime Index 
Timeseries of the Four North American and the Four Euro-Atlantic Weather 
Regimes

Figure 2. Composite fractional occurrence frequency anomalies of: (a) the Euro-Atlantic and (b) the jet latitude regimes conditioned on the occurrence of a given 
North American regime at lag 0. The regime abbreviations are as in Figure 1. Dots mark statistically significant anomalies at the 5% level. Note that the y-scale of 
Arctic High in both (a) and (b) is different to that of the other panels for improved legibility.
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during AkR. A number of Euro-Atlantic regimes are also heavily suppressed in their occurrence, for example, 
AR, Blk, and NAO+ during ArH or NAO− and AR during ArL. A striking feature is that significant occur-
rence anomalies persist for several days prior to and/or following lag 0, namely the day on which the regime 
occurrence is conditioned. Some Euro-Atlantic regimes present significant occurrence anomalies even at lags of 
±15 days: NAO+, NAO−, and AR for ArH, NAO+ and NAO− for ArL and NAO− for PT. A similar analysis 
can be conducted for the jet latitude regimes (Figure 2b). All four North American regimes correspond to the 
significantly heightened occurrence of a specific jet regime: southern jet for ArH, central jet for ArL and AkR 
and northern jet for PT. As for the Euro-Atlantic regimes, also the jet regimes show significant anomalies at large 
negative and positive lags, for example, the southern and northern jet regimes for ArH, the southern regime for 
ArL and the Northern regime  for PT. In some cases, the jet and Euro-Atlantic regimes provide complementary 
perspectives on the circulation anomalies conditioned on the North American regimes. For example, a Northern 
jet is preferentially associated with AR (Madonna et  al., 2017), and we find that AR frequency is somewhat 
enhanced during AkR occurrences. However, AkR itself is associated with an enhanced occurrence of the central 
jet regime (cf. Figures 2a and 2b).

3.2. Euro-Atlantic Regimes and the Associated Surface Weather in Europe Conditioned on North 
American Regimes

The close statistical links between the two sets of weather regimes as highlighted in Section 3.1, motivate inves-
tigating whether conditioning on the North American regimes may correspond to appreciable anomalies in the 
large-scale circulation patterns associated with the Euro-Atlantic regimes. To this effect, we compute Z500 anom-
alies relative to the climatology for the Euro-Atlantic regimes conditioned on each of the four North American 
regimes, and additionally anomalies relative to the average Z500 field for each Euro-Atlantic regime (Figure 3). 
All regime pairs confirm that conditioning on the North American regimes results in significant anomalies of the 
circulation associated with the Euro-Atlantic regimes, although the extent of such anomalies varies. Depending 
on the North American regime, the AR shows a strengthened or weakened mid-Atlantic ridge and a modulation of 
the trough over Scandinavia which, in the case of the ArL, almost vanishes (Figure 3a). Blk shows a significantly 
strengthened anticyclone over Scandinavia when occurring in conjunction with PT (Figure 3b), while the NAO+ 
in conjunction with ArH shows a tripole wave-like anomaly pattern in the North Atlantic rather than the more 
canonical meridional dipole (Figure 3c). Finally, the NAO− shows a clear zonal shift between the cases when it 
co-occurs with ArH and those when it co-occurs with ArL (Figure 3d).

Surface weather in Europe is related to the Euro-Atlantic regimes, and indeed this was one of the original motiva-
tions for their use (see Section 1). The above-discussed circulation anomalies conditioned on the North American 
regimes in turn have a clear footprint on the European surface weather associated with the Euro-Atlantic regimes 
(Figure 4, colors). The figure also displays the corresponding conditional T2m anomalies with respect to each 
Euro-Atlantic regime as contours. The AR T2m dipole, with negative anomalies in Western Europe and positive 
anomalies in Eastern Europe, shows significantly colder anomalies in Western Europe when associated with an 
ArH (Figure 4a). The Blk T2m dipole, with a warmer than usual Scandinavia and colder than usual central  and 
southern Europe, displays a large zonal modulation for ArL and PT (Figure  4b). The former favors warmer 
temperatures in Western Europe and colder temperatures further East and North; the latter shows roughly inverse 
anomalies, with the warm anomalies coincident with, and on the northern flank of, the above-mentioned strength-
ened anticyclone over Scandinavia (Figure 3b). A further notable temperature modulation is the large region of 
significantly colder temperatures in Eastern Europe for NAO− co-occurring with PT (Figure 4d). A similar anal-
ysis can be conducted for precipitation (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). Significant signals are more 
limited than for T2m, and include a wetter than usual Iberia and Western France when the NAO+ co-occurs with 
AkR and a wetter Northern Germany/Poland when the NAO+ co-occurs with ArH. A number of other regional 
precipitation modulations are visible for other regime pairs, yet are not statistically significant. A larger sample 
size would be needed to draw robust conclusions on these.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Weather regimes condense the large-scale atmospheric variability into a small number of recurrent and 
quasi-stationary patterns. Weather regimes defined over the Euro-Atlantic sector have seen an extensive use in the 
literature. Recently, North American weather regimes have been gaining momentum, for example, in the context 
of subseasonal forecasting (Molina et al., 2023; Robertson et al., 2020).
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In this study, motivated by recently highlighted connections between the wintertime large-scale circulation 
and concurrent surface weather in the two continents (Davies,  2015; Kornhuber & Messori,  2023; Leeding 
et  al.,  2023; Messori & Faranda,  2023; Messori et  al.,  2016; Riboldi et  al.,  2023), we investigated the link 
between North American and Euro-Atlantic weather regimes. We found systematic links between the occurrence 
of specific North American and Euro-Atlantic regimes, with for example, ArH and NAO−, ArL and NAO+ and 
PT and AR showing a close co-variability. Additionally, when conditioning on the occurrence of North American 
regimes, the Euro-Atlantic regimes show large anomalies in occurrence frequency. In several cases, significant 
anomalies in occurrence frequencies persist at lags of up to ±15 days, suggesting that the joint analysis of the 
two sets of regimes can provide medium-range statistical predictability for anomalies in their occurrences. Given 

Figure 3. Composite 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies (Z500, m) when Euro-Atlantic regimes co-occur with each North American regime, with regime 
abbreviations as in Figure 1. Stippling and line hatching indicate significant negative (resp. positive) conditional anomalies relative to all occurrences of a given 
Euro-Atlantic regime. In both cases we use the 5% significance level, and only show significant anomalies within an extended Euro-Atlantic domain as marked by the 
gray boxes in each plot. Percentages in the plot titles display sample sizes relative to the total number of occurrences of the Euro-Atlantic regime shown in each row.
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the use of weather regimes in the context of subseasonal predictability in both North America and Europe (e.g., 
Büeler et al., 2021; Cortesi et al., 2021; Molina et al., 2023; Robertson et al., 2020), such a link between the two 
sets of regimes may provide a novel predictability pathway. A promising line of future work would thus be to 
adopt jointly the two sets of regimes in subseasonal predictability studies.

We further find that the North American regimes correspond to large anomalies in the occurrence frequency of 
North Atlantic jet latitude regimes (Figure 2b). There is a known connection between the Euro-Atlantic regimes 
and jet regimes, with the AR preferentially matching a northern jet regime, the NAO+ matching a central jet 
and the NAO− matching a southern jet (Madonna et al., 2017). This is also reflected in the u850 anomalies in 
Figure 1b. Our results are broadly consistent with this picture. In agreement with Madonna et al. (2017), the ArH 
favors the occurrence of the NAO− and of the southern jet regime. Similarly, the ArL favors the occurrence of the 
NAO+ and of the central jet regime, and the PT of AR and of the northern jet regime. Nonetheless, we also obtain 
some less intuitive results. For example, the ArL and AkR regimes have different relations with the Euro-Atlantic 
regimes, yet their link to the jet regimes is similar, with both significantly favoring the central regime and signif-
icantly suppressing the southern regime (cf. Figures 2a and 2b). Akr favors a heightened frequency of AR occur-
rence; while the central jet regime is most frequently associated with the NAO+, it also occurs during some AR 
days (see Figure 8 in Madonna et al. (2017)). Moreover, AR conditional on AkR displays a southward-shifted 
ridge compared to the unconditional AR (Figure 3a), which is consistent with the fact that the Akr–AR combina-
tion likely preferentially falls into the subset of AR days displaying a central jet regime. This in turn may explain 
the fact that AkR favors a heightened frequency of the central jet regime. We conclude that the link between North 
American weather regimes and Atlantic jet latitude regimes is complex, and can be mediated by variations in the 
circulation associated with specific Euro-Atlantic weather regimes.

Figure 4. Composite 2-m temperature anomalies (T2m, K, colors) when Euro-Atlantic regimes co-occur with each North American regime, with regime abbreviations 
as in Figure 1. Corresponding conditional T2m anomalies (contours) relative to all occurrences of a given Euro-Atlantic regime. Continuous (dashed) contours show 
anomalies of +0.4 K (−0.4 K). Stippling and line hatching indicate significant negative (resp. positive) conditional anomalies at the 5% significance level. Numbers in 
the plot titles display sample sizes in days.
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Connected to this, we find significant anomalies in the large-scale circulation and the surface weather over 
Europe associated with the Euro-Atlantic regimes, when conditioning on North American regimes. This find-
ing connects to the notion of a link between wintertime North American and European weather (Davies, 2015; 
De Luca et al., 2020; Kornhuber & Messori, 2023; Leeding et al., 2023; Messori & Faranda, 2023; Messori 
et  al.,  2016; Riboldi et  al.,  2023), yet its interpretation fundamentally differs from the event-based approach 
adopted in the above studies. Indeed, weather regimes occur frequently (typically on the order of 20%–30% of the 
time in a four-regime classification), making our findings relevant in a “typical weather” perspective rather than 
for a small number of carefully selected events.

Future work could investigate whether the interplay between North American and European regimes is also 
relevant in an extreme events perspective, and whether the relationship is bi-directional—namely whether 
conditioning on the Euro-Atlantic regimes may result in specific circulation and surface weather anomalies 
in North America. Correlations between closely linked regime pairs mostly peak at lag 0, thus evidencing no 
systematic time shift. Nonetheless, the intuitive picture is one of downstream causality from North American to 
Euro-Atlantic regimes, following the know role of propagating wave trains from the North Pacific in modulating 
the North Atlantic circulation (e.g., Franzke et al., 2004; Riviere & Orlanski, 2007; Schemm et al., 2018). Recent 
work has however argued for a complex and bidirectional link between North American and Euro-Atlantic circu-
lation anomalies and surface extremes (Riboldi et al., 2023). This partly builds upon earlier literature outlining 
the potential upstream influence of the North Atlantic storm track on cold spells in the eastern United States (e.g., 
Dickson & Namias, 1976; Smith & Sheridan, 2019).

We have defined the North American and Euro-Atlantic weather regimes following the literature, since we sought 
to investigate the links between the different regimes as used in past studies. This implied using partially overlap-
ping geographical domains for the two sets of weather regimes, and some of the links we identify may be ascribed 
to this overlap.  For example, the correlation between continuous regime indices decreases markedly if these 
are defined on non-overlapping domains. We nonetheless note that the correlation results for non-overlapping 
domains are qualitatively consistent with those obtained for the overlapping domains. We further note that many 
of the circulation anomalies and all of the investigated surface anomalies conditioned on the North American 
regimes, occur well outside the region the latter regimes are defined on. Nonetheless, in a predictability perspec-
tive it may be interesting to conduct a future systematic investigation on the use of non-overlapping domains.

We conclude that there is a close connection between North American and Euro-Atlantic weather regimes. A 
joint analysis of the two sets of regimes may thus provide medium-range statistical predictability for anomalies 
in their occurrence frequencies. Conditioning on North American weather regimes further correspond to signifi-
cant anomalies in the European surface weather associated with the Euro-Atlantic regimes. While the two sets of 
regimes have generally been treated separately in the literature, these links highlight the usefulness of analyzing 
them jointly.

Data Availability Statement
ERA5 data are freely available on both pressure levels (Hersbach et al., 2018a) and at the (near-)surface (Hersbach 
et al., 2018b) from the Copernicus Climate Change Service Climate Data Store.
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